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THE ARITHMETIC OF DISTRIBUTION IN MULTI-CYLINDER ENGINES,
By Stanwood W. Spazrow.
Causes of, and cures for, poor distribution have long been_ .._
favorite topics for discussion among engineers> This note con- .=
sists of a brief study of the IIdisease”itself, namely, a consid-
eration of the effect on engine performance of a lmown inequality
of distribution.
In what follows, distribution is considered “perfectwhen all
cylinders receive the same quantity and quality of charge. Ii is.._
realized that there are engines-,some cylinders of which require ..
. a different fuel–air ratio
is evidence of poor engine
considered here.
than others. Such a state of affairs
condition or desi~ and need not be
The effect of irnpezfectdistribution as regards cPJantitYof ,=
charge is fqirly obvious. When one cylinder of a ~~ti-cylinder ._
engine receives a smaller weight of charge than the remaind~r, its
power and the power of the engine are decreased accordingly. This_
does not change the specific fuel consumption in Dounds of fuel ._
per indicated horsepower-hour, but the pounds of fuel per brake ‘
horsepower-hour change because the ratio of friction horsepower to_
indicated horsepower increases as the indicated horsepower de+::::=
creases. ordinarily the amount of this change is extremely small.
e
The problem thus resolves itself into a study of the consequence of
*
.,
- .~
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failing to supply all cylinders of a multi-cylinder engine wlt@_tix-
tures of the same quality.
As a basis fdr comparison, actual neasurernentsof engine p=-. _
formance under conditions of perfect distribution are necessary.
“All” of the cylinders of a multi-cylinder engine receive the aarne.-
quality of mixture &d htice such an engine satisfies the defined
requirements for perfect distribution. In single-cylinderas well”
as in multi-cylinder er@nes the quality of mixture entering -Ch
cylinder probably
range of mixtures
the attainment of
sible otherwise.
varies from cycle to cycle. This narrows t%e. ‘___
over which the engine can operate and prevents ..-
as low specific fuel consumptiomas would be poi-
It does not affect to any extent the value of .
—
single–cylinder tests as a basis for comnariiigengine performanc~_ –
. under !fiondiitionsaf perfect,and irn~er,fectdistribution.
1 :. , ~
~~n Fig.”1 are”pl;tted curves of indicated mean effective pres--
.
mre and ‘s~ecificfuel consumption as determined by actualmeasure-.
ments of.the performance of a single.-cylinderengine. The”extent ._
C?fthese curves and Of all:oth”ersin this report ~epresents the
range of mixtures overwhich the engine can operate. All other
—
curves in this report:are derived from these two by the use of sire-
ple arithmetical processes. For this reason, “The Arithmetic of
DistributionJ’was selects as a title for this note.
Fig- 2 will serve to illustrate the gmeral method of obtaining
the curves. The lower curve labeled ~]Allcylinders receive the same
quality mixture,” is the same as that shown in Fig. 1. It repre-
.
sents what can be obtained with a six-cylinder engine, each cylinder
-
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of which is the same as the cylinder of the singlp%ylinde=~%gine
and receives the same quantity and quality of charge. The remain-
. .— —
ing curves show the result when 5, 4, 3, 2, or 1 of the 6 cYlin-
ders receive a mixture whose fuel content is 2@ less than that of
..—._
the remainder. It is assumed that each cylinder when supp~ed .
with a certain fuel-air ratio, develops the I.I!L!.E.P,shon in
Fig. 1 to have been developed by the single-cylinder engine. In
testing multi-cylinder engines, measurements are made of the total
weights of fuel and air received b-ythe engine in unit time ar.dof
._. ,—
the total power developed by it. Results that would be obtained
..—
.
from such measurements are shown in the figures. Consider the
case when three of the cylinders are 2C@ lean. These receive a
mixture of fuel and air in the ratio .8 (.0~) when “theother three
.
cylinders receive an .08 mixture. The apparent mixture ratio is
..—-
. 3(.8) (-08)’+ 3(.08)
6
which equals .072. For a fuel-air ratio of
.8( .08) = .064 the lower curve of Fig. 1 givesan I.M.E.P. value
—
of 68.8 and for a ratio of .08 the value is 73.4. Hence, when 3
3(73.4) + 3(69-8) = 71.1.
cylinders are 20~ lean the I.M.E.P. is 6
What is termed “apparent” fuel-air ratio i.sthe ratio ordinarily
plotted”a,ndis the ratio given in the figures. The reason for the
term “apparent!’is obvious from the sample calculation given above:.,
These show that when three cylinders receive a mixture having a
fuel-air ratio of -08 and’the remaining three a ratio of .064, the
..
‘[apparent”fuel–air ratio as obtained by measuring the total quan-
.
tities of fuel and air received by the engine in unit time is -072
+
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although no cylinder actually receives a nlixtureof
All of the curves shown in figures are derived
.Wch proportion
as described in
,.
the previous paragraph. They show values of mean effective pres-
sure and spec%fic fuel consumption for the following conditions:
— —
(a) when 5, 4, 3, 2, or 1 of the 6 cylinders are 2@ leaner
than the remainder.
(b) when 5, 4, 3, 2, or 1 of the 6 cylinders are 4C@ leaner
than the remainder.
(c) when 5, 4, 3, 2, or 1 of the 6 cylinders are 5@ leaner
.
than the remainder.
(d) when 5, 4, 3, 2, or 1 of the 6 cylinders are 20$ richer
—
than the remainder.
(e) when 5, 4, 3, 2, or 1 of the 6 cylinders are 40~ richer
.
than the remainder.
*
(f) when 5, 4, 3, 2, or 1 of the 6 cylinders are 5@ richer_
than the remainder.
(g) when 1 cylinder is 2@ leaner and 1 cylinder is 2@ ---
richer than the remaining 4.
Condition
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Table I.
I Minimum ~$ decrease in ~$ increase. @_
Maximum ~lb fuel perlnax. I-M.E.P. :min, lb__fuel
!I.M.E.P.[l.HP hr. Icaused by im– Per IsHP ~-r..““’-
I 1
Perfect distribution
5 cylinders 50% rich
4 cylinders 50% ricti
3 cylinders 5@ rich
2 cylinders 5@ rich!
1 cylinder 50$ rich:
5 cylinders 40% rich;
4 cylinders 4@ ric~
3 cylinders 4@ ric~
2 cyllnders 40% ric~
1 cylinder 4C$ rich:
5 cylinders 20& rich:
4 cylinders 2@ rich!
3 cylinders 20$ rich!
2 cylinders 20% rich:
< 1 cylinder 2@ rich,
73.9 ;
72.4
71.8 ~
71.6 :
72.0 :
72.9 iI
72,9 ~
72..4 ;
72.2
72-8 ~
73.2 :
73.4 ;
73.7 i
73.4
73.3
73.8
b 5 cvlinders 50% lean: 66.5 :
4 cklinders 50j%lean’
3 cylinders 5@ lean
2 cylinders 50% leani
1 cylinder 50% leant
‘ 5 cylinders 40% lean”
4 cylinders Q% lean!
3 cylinders 4C@ lean:
2 cylinders 40% lean!
1 cylinder 40% lean;
66-5
67.4
68.0
69.2
71.2
71.0
70.8
70.8
71.8
5 cylinders 2@ Ieanl 73.5
4 cylinders 2C@ lean~ 73.2
3 cylinders 20$ leani 73.0
2 cylinders 20% lean: 73.3
1 cylinder 2@I leanl 73.9
I I
‘1 cylinder !20$ rich and
I cylinder 20$ lean~ 73.1 I
.432
.506
.504
.496
.479
-458
.482
.482
.478
.468
.452
.449
,453
-452
.449
.442
.497
l 543
l 590
.625
.655
.471
-501
l 52?
.538
.548
l 442
-450
l 453
.458
.453
.462
I
I
1
!
:.
I
1
+
i
i
I
I
,-
perfect distri-
bution.
~caused by iin-
.perfect dis– ._
:tribution-
0
2
3
3
31
1
2
2
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
10
10
9
8.
6
4
4
:
3
0
1
1
1
0
1
I
(
I
Ii
I
I
!
1,
,
,
i
0“
17 ,.==.:
17... _
15. .:
11 _ -_
6 y___
.— —-
....+...__+
...L..—.—m.
12
12..:–.:
11
8
5 ..__>
4.. .-,
:.: ..-
4
2.
15
26
36-
45
52
1:
%
27
2
4 ,-
5
6
5. ....2
.-.;..
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Table 1 is a tabulation of some of the most interest:~g fag_%..
Shoml by the curves. Of chief inte<est 1s the percentage dscr.:~sc,_
in power and increase in specific fuel Xl:LsU21~’.iOilresml~ing J?zzclr=
impe~fect distribution. For the most parz the decrease lL nxximun
. ..
power is not very large, which explains to some extent why pocr
disimibution in an engine is tolerated.
In service the penalty for poor distribution is likely to be
greater than would be indicated by Table 1. The spark advance for
.
best performance depends upon the fuel-air ratio. When all cylin-
..—
ders do not receive the same quantity and qualitiyof mixtu~e the
spark advance, being the same for all cylinders,.must be incorrect
—
for some in order to be correct for others. This effect is most
pronounced in motor car engines having fairly low compression
.
ratios and operating on lean mixtures. It probably is much less
l
serious itiaviation engines. In service, the large increase in
..-
fuel consumption due to faulty distribution, often can be trac~d’
to the natural reluctance of the engine operator to make frequent
adjustments of the fuel-air ratio. He is willing to buy perform-
1
ante and freedom from the n~isance of continually making adjust-
ments at the cost of increased fuel consumption. If, anywhere in
the range of engine operation the mixture is so lean as to fire .
back in the intake pipe, the tendency is to enrich the mixture and
let it remain rich even though elsewhere it already may be richer
than necessary. Thus, like the chain whose strength is determined
by the weakest link, the mixture strength of an engine may be de-,.
l
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termined by the weakest cylinder. When such a state of affairc ..
exists it is
be increased
the increase
necessary is
One fact evident from the figures i.sthat when distribution
is fa,ulty,multi-cylinder engine tests do not furnish satisfacto?y
data for discussion combustion phenomena in an engine cylinder..- ——
For example, compare in Fig: 4 the results with 5 and with 1 CY1- ,
inder 40$ lean. If one did not know that the distri~tion was _
faulty he would conclude from a test under the former conditions
that the operating range of mixtures was from .057 to .080 whereas ___
the range under the latter conditions would appear to be f~om •O~_O.._
.
to -112. Actually in the case under discussion the range is from...=_
.
.052 to .120 as shown by the curve plotted for conditions of per-
fect distribution.
—
I; may be that by comparing results of”en@ne tests with
;J
sets
of curves such as shown in this report, one may be able to form
an opinion as to the probable =unt the distribution ?s at fa~t”
It is not safe, however, to assume that the abi~itY of an engine .
\
to operate over a wide range of fuel-air ratios is Proof of We! .......
distribution. Only when the range iS increased and the engine ..
still operate~ on as lean a mixture as before and with as low spe-
cific fuel consumption,.is it safe to conclude that the distribu- -—
tion has been improved. Fig. 15 illustrates a broadeni~ of th@__
,-
*
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ope~ating range of mixtures with no change in the equality of dis-
—
t~:Lk~ti.on. Curves have
which the proportion of
o~ized in time to enter
been drawn for two conditions, in one of
the fuel supplied the engine, that is, -J-ap-
.
effectively into combustion, is only &a-&;--
half as great as under the other conditions. Under such circum-
stances, the apparent mixture must be twice as rich if the effect-
ive ratio is to be the same. It will be noted, however, that the
minimum specific fuel consumption is higher, and the leanest Point
at Which the engine will operate is richer, under these conditions.
This, as mentioned earlier, makes it easy to detect when the broad-
ening of the mixture ratio range has been caused by poor vaporiz- .
ation.
Recently much publicity has been given to the difficulty of
satisfactorilyvaporizing and distributing the present day (1923)
,—
.
mOtor car gasoline because af its comparatively low volatility.
F:om this one might expect aviation engines to be free from distri-
.T--
bUtion troubles because they are supplied with a much more volatile
fuel. Incomplete vaporization, however, is not the only c.aufipof
pcor distribution. When an engine requires several carburetors,
poor distribution occurs unless all carburetors supply the same
quantity and quality of charge under the same conditions. Aviation
.-
engines usually have several carburetors and so are particularly
liable to trouble from this source.
It was stated at the outset
self to discussing the effect of
,.
that this note would confine it-
various degrees of imperfect dis-
.—
l
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tribution an~ woulfinot venture to
di~tr”ibuti,onlikely to be found in
predict the degree of :aul-ty
service. lf, h~ne~er, tke
.—+..
Iecder gdesti.onsthe possibility of Gne cylinder ever rsceivin~ a
mixture having a fuel content 5@ different from that rs?eived by
..—__
other cylinders, it is suggested that he calculate for some”en.-
..:-
gine with which he is familiar, the volume of liquid gasoline
per cylinder per’cycle necessary to produce such a difference
It is realized that only a few of the possible conditions of
unequal distribution have been plo-~tedin this repcrt. Neverthe-
—
less, it is believed that the conditions are sufficiently repre- ““
SentatiVe to furnish some idea as to the g~n~ral consequences Of
poor distribution and to serve aS examples from which the enginee~
.—
can plot similar curves for the engine and ccmditions in which he ._
is most interested.
.
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